Doug and Rhonda started by focusing on what strengths and resources Rhonda already possessed. One of the biggest challenges in maintaining Doug and Rhonda started by focusing on what strengths and resources Rhonda already possessed. One of the biggest challenges in maintaining their family car. Additionally, Doug was instantly impressed with Rhonda's parenting skills. He says, "Her discipline struck me. She's a conscientious and respectful person. Her personality and mindset showed she could take on challenges with determination."

The first priority was finding Rhonda and her children a safer living arrangement. Her landlord found another property for her, and Rhonda moved her family six blocks to a more secure environment while maintaining her employment and efficiency, PCM funded the purchase of a vacuum for Rhonda's business.

Doug is now a part of Rhonda's extended family, visiting the children for holidays or sending a thoughtful card for Mother's Day. Doug is hopeful for Rhonda's future, and their continued relationship is a sign of the power of community connection. This is the beauty of Catholic Charities’ wraparound services. As you read the following stories of hope, I encourage you to reflect on your gifts and how you can share them with the world.
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The Power of Community Connection

When St. Pius X church encountered a parishioner who needed more than a temporary fix to address underlying issues, they reached out to Doug Carriker from CCANO’s Parish Community Ministries (PCM) to assist “Rhonda.” As a mother of six children without a high school diploma, Rhonda could not secure a job and was living in a neighborhood that was suffering – there were vacant lots with overgrown yards, stolen cars abandoned nearby, buildings still damaged from Katrina, and gang activity.

Doug and Rhonda started by focusing on what strengths and resources Rhonda already possessed. One of the biggest challenges in maintaining work is transportation. After Rhonda’s grandmother passed, she inherited the family car. Additionally, Doug was instantly impressed with Rhonda’s parenting skills. He says, “Her discipline struck me. She’s a conscientious and respectful person. Her personality and mindset showed she could take on challenges with determination.”

The first priority was finding Rhonda and her children a safer living arrangement. Her landlord found another property for her, and Rhonda moved her family six blocks to a more secure environment while maintaining community ties. The apartment did not have a refrigerator, but PCM was able to provide the family with a new one so they could keep fresh food in the house.

Next, Doug and Rhonda worked together to assess her employment situation. With the booming tourist industry, Rhonda was picking up jobs cleaning bed and breakfasts. Through her demeanor and work ethic, Rhonda was able to find more work by word of mouth. However, several of her regular properties did not keep a vacuum on site. To expand her capacity and efficiency, PCM funded the purchase of a vacuum for Rhonda’s business.

Doug is now a part of Rhonda’s extended family, visiting the children for holidays or sending a thoughtful card for Mother’s Day. Doug is hopeful for Rhonda’s future, and their continued relationship is a sign of the power of connection through community. Learn more about Parish Community Ministry at http://www.ccano.org/parish-community.
Finding a House, Making a Home

Since opening its doors in February, Bethlehem Housing has served thirty families, including Ms. Jalessa who was referred by a church parish in Alexandria to Archivist Aymond. Jalessa has been trying to balance the responsibilities of parenting seven children, but her challenges have been adding up since her 5-year-old boy, Ace, is battling brain cancer for the third time.

The family moved from North Louisiana to New Orleans to be closer to Children’s Hospital for Ace’s ongoing chemotherapy treatments, but after living in six hotels for seven months, they no longer were able to afford the bill. A traditional family shelter was not an option because of Ace’s fragile health condition, and they had exhausted all other options.

When Bethlehem Housing staff met Jalessa, she did not have plans for housing, but she knew she could no longer sustain the $400 per week hotel stay. Jalessa describes that time as hell, “My whole life was stress. I couldn’t think. We were always hiding the kids from the hotel staff because they only allowed four kids in the room, not seven.”

With the guidance of Bethlehem Housing, Jalessa explored several options and found a house that was large enough for her family and close to the hospital. Earlier this month, Jalessa and her children moved into their own home. The children finally have their own toys again with room to play, and Jalessa has peace of mind about the stability of her family.

The flexible funding of the Day One Families Fund allowed CCANO to serve this family in the unique ways they needed and prevented the additional trauma of a shelter stay for a very sick little boy and his siblings. CCANO was able to finance car seats for the safety of the youngest children, assist with utilities so the family could have electricity and water, and transfer the family’s belongings from storage.

Now, Jalessa’s family has a place to call home and a stable base for dealing with the emotions and logistics involved in caring for a child with a serious illness. CCANO will continue to work with Jalessa to address the many obstacles ahead, and she now has a team to support her on this journey to family well-being.

Ms. Jalessa affirms, “Now that I see Ace is happy, I can be happy. I’ve made a way.” Learn more about Bethlehem Housing at http://www.ccano.org/bethlehemhousing.

Foster Grandparents Support Families

The recent Head Start graduations were meaningful not just for the students advancing to kindergarten but also for CCANO’s Foster Grandparents. Among the supportive families, a group of Foster Grandparents including Wilma McCallister cheered with pride as the students walked the stage to accept their certifications.

After retiring in 2008, Wilma found herself sitting at home bored and looking to fill her free time with purpose and meaning. A friend from St. Jude told her about the Foster Grandparents program, and she thought it would be a great fit, saying, “I’ve always loved kids, and I just had to get out of the house. Now, I look forward to coming to school, and the students are always on my mind.”

Priscilla Mantilla, Foster Grandparents Program Director, explains, “Each Foster Grandparent assists with two students. They have week performance goals set at the beginning of the year to prepare their students for school. There are regular evaluations to determine if the students have good attendance and academic growth.”

Wilma goes above and beyond to ensure her students feel included and have a joyous childhood. She is valued for knowing the students’ personalities and preferences, making her a trusted member of the Head Start community by staff and students alike. If Lisa is having a rough morning, Wilma knows what calms her down versus what would work best for Zoe. For instance, when the Breakfast with Dad event ended, Zoe started crying because her dad was leaving. After finding Ms. Wilma, Zoe stopped crying, reassured that Ms. Wilma was there for support.

Priscilla is proud to have Wilma on the team, sharing, “Wilma is always up to the task and willing to get things done. She’s got a positive attitude and doesn’t let anything stop her. She’s very compassionate and sympathetic. She goes shopping for special clothes for the students whose families don’t have room in the budget for presents and holiday treats.”

Thank you, Wilma, for all that you do for our Head Start students! Learn more about Foster Grandparents at http://www.ccano.org/foster-grandparents.

Reflections of a Head Start Graduate

To the incoming freshman next year.

I say to all of the graduates today to continue to build on the education and personal interests you have gained at Head Start. Continue to explore the world around you, continue to have fun with learning, and continue to work hard. This will be the first graduation of many to come. You will gain so much new knowledge with each new school year and each graduation. With the love of family, the support of teachers old and new, and a belief in yourself, there is no limit to the places you will go.”

We are excited for our Head Start alumni and current students to excel in their futures and for this recent ceremony to be the first of many graduations in their lives. Learn more about Catholic Charities’ Head Start centers at http://www.ccano.org/head-start-program.

Announcing CCANO’s New COO: Martin Gutierrez

We are thrilled to announce the promotion of Martin Gutierrez to Chief Officer at CCANO starting July 1, 2019. Martin has dedicated the past twenty-two years to supporting CCANO clients and the parishioners of the Archdiocese of New Orleans. After serving as the Director of the Hispanic Apostolate, Martin has advanced as the Director of Immigration and Refugee Services and as a Division Director.

Last summer, Martin was ordained a deacon after five years of intensive preparation and eighteen years of consideration. He says, “I spoke with my wife, Judi, about this and decided that since our three children have established their careers, I could focus on this call.” Martin and Judi first met at the Hispanic Apostolate youth group, and their connection to the church has continued throughout their marriage.

Martin’s oldest son, Martin Alejandro, is a Jefferson Parish Sheriff Deputy married with one daughter and a son on the way. Their daughter Jazmin is studying for her Masters of Counseling Psychology, and her son, Andrew, was just ordained a priest with his father serving as a deacon for the Archdiocese at the Mass.

“I didn’t plan to work for a nonprofit or the church, so at first this was just a job. Then, I fell in love with the mission and realized this was my calling. This is not a career for me; it’s a vocation. I serve at two tables: the altar at mass and the streets of our community. My faith is fed at the altar, which allows me to serve those who are most vulnerable. This faith and service in turn feed each other.”

Martin looks forward to the opportunities and challenges he will face as COO. He explains, “This is a new position, so it will require a lot of flexibility. I plan to meet with all of the Program Directors to determine our priorities in alignment with the Strategic Plan.” Please join us in congratulating Martin on this well-deserved promotion.

Notes from the Heart

The supportive, loving environment at Head Start allowed me to be creative, inquisitive, and independent.”

A reflection by Elise Barnes, a Head Start graduate who says, “I’ve always loved kids, and I just had to get out of the house. Now, I look forward to coming to school, and the students are always on my mind.”

Priscilla Mantilla, Foster Grandparents Program Director, explains, “Each Foster Grandparent assists with two students. They have week performance goals set at the beginning of the year to prepare their students for school. There are regular evaluations to determine if the students have good attendance and academic growth.”

Wilma goes above and beyond to ensure her students feel included and have a joyous childhood. She is valued for knowing the students’ personalities and preferences, making her a trusted member of the Head Start community by staff and students alike. If Lisa is having a rough morning, Wilma knows what calms her down versus what would work best for Zoe. For instance, when the Breakfast with Dad event ended, Zoe started crying because her dad was leaving. After finding Ms. Wilma, Zoe stopped crying, reassured that Ms. Wilma was there for support.

Priscilla is proud to have Wilma on the team, sharing, “Wilma is always up to the task and willing to get things done. She’s got a positive attitude and doesn’t let anything stop her. She’s very compassionate and sympathetic. She goes shopping for special clothes for the students whose families don’t have room in the budget for presents and holiday treats.”

Thank you, Wilma, for all that you do for our Head Start students! Learn more about Foster Grandparents at http://www.ccano.org/foster-grandparents.

Reflections of a Head Start Graduate

I say to all of the graduates today to continue to build on the education and personal interests you have gained at Head Start. Continue to explore the world around you, continue to have fun with learning, and continue to work hard. This will be the first graduation of many to come. You will gain so much new knowledge with each new school year and each graduation. With the love of family, the support of teachers old and new, and a belief in yourself, there is no limit to the places you will go.”

We are excited for our Head Start alumni and current students to excel in their futures and for this recent ceremony to be the first of many graduations in their lives. Learn more about Catholic Charities’ Head Start centers at http://www.ccano.org/head-start-program.

An Announcing of CCANO’s New COO: Martin Gutierrez

Martin Gutierrez

Chief Officer

We are thrilled to announce the promotion of Martin Gutierrez to Chief Officer at CCANO starting July 1, 2019. Martin has dedicated the past twenty-two years to supporting CCANO clients and the parishioners of the Archdiocese of New Orleans. After serving as the Director of the Hispanic Apostolate, Martin has advanced as the Director of Immigration and Refugee Services and as a Division Director.

Last summer, Martin was ordained a deacon after five years of intensive preparation and eighteen years of consideration. He says, “I spoke with my wife, Judi, about this and decided that since our three children have established their careers, I could focus on this call.” Martin and Judi first met at the Hispanic Apostolate youth group, and their connection to the church has continued throughout their marriage.

Martin’s oldest son, Martin Alejandro, is a Jefferson Parish Sheriff Deputy married with one daughter and a son on the way. Their daughter Jazmin is studying for her Masters of Counseling Psychology, and her son, Andrew, was just ordained a priest with his father serving as a deacon for the Archdiocese at the Mass.

“I didn’t plan to work for a nonprofit or the church, so at first this was just a job. Then, I fell in love with the mission and realized this was my calling. This is not a career for me; it’s a vocation. I serve at two tables: the altar at mass and the streets of our community. My faith is fed at the altar, which allows me to serve those who are most vulnerable. This faith and service in turn feed each other.”

Martin looks forward to the opportunities and challenges he will face as COO. He explains, “This is a new position, so it will require a lot of flexibility. I plan to meet with all of the Program Directors to determine our priorities in alignment with the Strategic Plan.” Please join us in congratulating Martin on this well-deserved promotion.